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The Sanctamooja and Me

B06XW1C2SN 1544944330

The Sanctamooja and Me was written about my young life.
You see I was born in 1940 and that was back when boys could be
boys and we were. As you read this book you will wonder how I
and my brothers lived past nine years old. We played hard and I am
sure that our parents prayed hard that we would live through it. This
is a Tom Sawyer story the difference being is I lived it every word
of it. I was raised on a farm with no electricity until 1957. I had the
greatest grandparents and Mom and Dad in the world. They stood
back and let me make my mistakes only stepping in when they must
to guide me along life's path. And I might add it was a long and
winding path. As you read the Sanctamooja and me I know that it
will start you thinking and remembering some of the great
adventures you had in your own young life.

Good Intentions: Mystery in the Bush
B01CSOTT0M 1530122929
Bill Banes gets more than he expects when he buys some offthe-grid Alaska property. When exploring the back acreage, Jim, Vlad,
and Bill discover a young girl and an old Navy pilot living in a
concealed cabin.
First order of business is to save the man’s life then get
involved in a mystery rife with politics and intrigue. The entire team
works to clear the old Navy pilot’s good name and solve several old
murders in Anchorage.
By the time all of the dust settles, the team has solved several
murders, taken down several high-ranking police officers, and an exgovernor of Alaska.

Slate Creek Gold: A Jim and Vlad Mystery
B014PZ7EKO 1515364852
Vlad and Jim are back in an action packed adventure.
Vlad discovers a family secret that leads to a search for
treasure hidden since the early days of United States
ownership of Alaska. The search takes them from Sitka to
Wallace Idaho, then to Bisbee Arizona. They make a
discovery in Bisbee that sends the search to the shores of
Southern California. The search finally leads back to an
Alaskan glacier.
Vlad and Jim soon discover they are not the only ones
looking for the treasure. They find themselves enmeshed in a
mystery that started in the eighteen hundreds with the murder
of several men followed by the sinking of a ship and will only
end in Alaska under a glacier.

Flew-Bayou

B072QR6YW7 154702478X
Successful business man Nash Marcos needs to take
time for himself to get his personal life in order. He finds
himself in the Louisiana bayou where he meet's and falls in
love with the woman he has looked for all his entire life.
Along with love comes more trouble, and threat to both their
lives than either can imagine. As they run and hide, Nash
knows their only hope is his old friends Vladimir Choskey,
and Jim Walters in Alaska. Vlad, and Jim get the gang
together to help them out of trouble. This adventure takes
them from Louisiana, to Idaho, to Alaska, to Iran and back
again. This is volume 6 of the Vladimir and Jim series.

It Started in Sitka

B0124PDNSE 1512287318

All was quiet on the corporate jet as Vladimir tried to
form a plan to tell his pregnant wife he was going back to
Afghanistan on a short assignment for the CIA. When he
looked at his radiant wife sleeping he found himself thinking
about family in general. He knew that he had a missing niece
somewhere, and it was long past time to find her. In
Cincinnati, Varnie (Vlad’s niece) is planning how to escape
from the abusive foster home she had been thrown into. She
knows her mother had been born in Sitka Alaska and that she
would have relatives there. That was where she was going one
way or the other. While Vlad and Jim are in a war zone, Vlad
has a detective looking for his niece. At the same time, Varnie, Lance and Holly (two children
she couldn’t leave in the foster home) are working their way across the United States. They
become enmeshed in underworld manipulations that lead to a problem only Vlad and Jim can
fix. Dealing with international intrigue, and the mysteries of the seedy underworld of Seattle,
Vlad and Jim will have to rescue the orphans and save Varnie. Read It Started in Sitka to find
out how Vlad and Jim deal with these new challenges.
This is the third book in the Vlad and Jim action/adventure series!

Poor Choices: A Jim and Vladimir Novel
B019DOQB10 1519752806
Jim and Vlad are back, for another sizzling adventure!
Sandra is not happy. Brenner is dead, their plan to destroy Juneau
is in ruins, and their money is gone. She vows revenge on those
responsible. Jim is now married to Andrea, the President's
daughter, while Vlad is still tidying up loose ends. When he spots
Sandra, with whom he had a past relationship. Jim realizes he and
Andrea are being followed, trouble isn't far behind. Then, Sandra
organizes the kidnapping of Vlad's partner's wife, and valued
friends begin to die. But, has Sandra finally partnered with
someone who is more devious than her? Find out in "Poor
Choices," the thrilling sequel to "Unfinished Business."
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